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Palestine: (continued).
PROJ."OSALS FOR' A PERMANENT INTERNATIONAL

REGIME' FOR THE JERUSALEM AREA, AND FOR
THE PROTECTION OF THE HQLY PLACES: RE
PORT OF THE Ad Hoc POLITICAL COMMITTEE
(Aj1222 AND A/1222, _AnD. 1); REPORT OF

THE FI~H COMMITTEE (A,I1234).

12. The. PRESIDENT recalled, that part 11 of the
~epot1JA/1222) of the Ad Hoc Political Commit
tee. together with the second of the two draft.
resolutions' proposed' by the Committee, had
alr.l.':~dy been dealt with. He opened the discussion
on 'part I of the report. .. .'. .. • . ., ir'
13; .. Mr. CASTRO (El Salvador) said that the
draft. resolution adopted.in the Ad Hoc .Political
Committee. on the effective internatiorialization of
Jerusaleni(A/122~) met the sentiments of the
majority.Of the peoples of the world and the fact
that- it was. realJntetnatisaalieation and nota
'~ere 'pretencehad just been .confirmed by the
GeneralA,~sembly as a reply to the demand of
those peoples -. For that reason, ·ambiguous·resolu-.
tions which pretended to ensure the.protection of
and free access tothe Holy Places could'>not be.
,ac,cepted when, in fact.. tl1QY tended only to sanc~

"

~74th pfenary meedng

App~intment ,C)l themelDbers of .the'
.NdJiJjni8t~~tive Tri~unal:reportof
.the Fifth'Committ~£; (A/1228)" .::)

c:: \~;l

TWO HUNDRED"AND SEVENTY-FOURtH P~NARY MEETING ~~,
~ "

Held at Elusllit,g Meadow, New York, on Friday, 9 pecet1lber 1949, at 9.30 a.m.

President: <::-eneral CarloS' P.R6;MULO (Philip~4.l~s).

Second report of the ';~tI~8' Report'~~"'~~t~~ ;dviuo~y Committee on
Committee Administrative and Budgetary Ques-

t. Mr. BLANCO (Cuba) read the follo~ing' tion~~!~eport ofthe,F!fth CommiU,ee
report of the Credentials Committee: ((~\A/1229)

liThe' Credentials Committee, which was set up 7..~iss WJ,T:l'EVEEN(Netherlands), Rappor
by the General Assembly at its fourth session at teurof the' Fif,tl;l Committee, presented the report
the plenary meeting held on 20 September 1949 of that Conmititee on the reports of the Advisory
at Flushing" Meadow for the purpose ofprepar- Committee on Administrative and Budgetary
ing a .report on the credentials of representatives, . Questions (A/1228) , and the accompanying
met on Wednesday, 7 December 1949, under the resolution.. '
?lairmanship of ~r. ,Blanco:.4t its second meet- 8. The PRESIDENT put the draft resolution con
mg! the C0!Dmlttee ex:,m:ned the' docum~ts tained in document A/1229 to the vote.
which had been transmitted to -the Secretariat -=, . .
since its first m't'~~g. The Committee found that The draft resol"tiQ~"C'was adopted.
the credentials for the .representatives of the fol- [1
lowing Member. States. fulfilled the requirements '. Con!,~it~tion o:t'theSpecial Committee
of rule 23 of. 'the rules of procedure of the·. f· . d d
General Ass~riibJY: Afghanistan, Boli\ria, Colom- ~~~~in .ormatIon trans!llltte un er
bia, Cuba, 'E:~u<laor, Guatemala, .Israel; Lebanon, .~ticle 73 e of the Charter: report
Paraguay, Philippines,Poland, Saudi1\rabia, 'of the Fourth Committee (A/1214)
Syria, Turkey, Venezuela and Yemen. . 9. The PRESIDENT explained that the report
, "The Committee therefore noted that all the before the Gel1er;'l1 Asse~bly would iti}orm mem
Governments' of the Member-States rei.ii~esented bers of the elections which had takeri place pur
at thei.£ourth session of/the-United Nations Gen- suant to the resolution adopted by{-he General
er~J;<Assembly have forwarded credentials which' Assembly, on 2 December 1949, esta'blishing the
comply with, the, afore-mentioned rule." , :>~pecial Committee (A/1186).
2. The PRES!DEONT put the second reportof.the\ 10. Mr. de MARClIENA (Dominican Republic),
Credentials JL:omriii~~f'tathe vote~ ..\~, //. ~RaPl?0rteur of the .Four~ Committee. pr~sented

The report of the Credentials Committee was the, report of the Committee (A/1214) on the
~pproved. . .i \, con~titution of !he Special, Co~mittee on Infor

mation Transmitted under Article 73 e of the
Charter, and the accompanying draft resolution.

11. The PRESIDENT stated that the report had
. been submitted merely for the information of the
Assembly and that no . decision was required of
the Assembly, which would duly take note of the
report. .

.5: Mis~WITTBVEE;' (Netherlands) ,Rappor
tey,t; of the Fifth CoIIlmittee, presented the report
~f ]hat Committee, on the Clppointment of; thf;l
members>'q£the ,,!Administrative Tribunal .(AI
12~8),andtheaccompanying,draft.. resolution,'
6.· The PRESIDENT Pl1t the l;1ra,ft resolutiort .con-
ta.in.e.d..c.:in..'.do.cum.·.: e.nt. '. A11.. 2.28 ·.t..0. ,..t.·.he.. ·.vo.fe. 1:. ,,' .• ,' . " '."'.... ...• ..>" .' '''. .. --. "'~"":'~. >"" - .', 'l

l'hedrq.ft resolution was adapted..
" .... .. ... .1' .... <" ... ...,

, Supplementary estimates for the finan
\cial year 1949. lJnforesGen and, ex
In\ordfuaryexpca8~t'(~,"'i949 ,'~d
advan~e8 from the I~Workin~h\faplfal
:oFund: report of the\Fifth Committee

I (A/1230) " '"

\1

1

3. Miss WITTEVEEN, (N;Ertherhllld:), ,Rappor
I teur of the .Fifth Committee, presented the report

of .that Committe~ Ct1,1230) on-supplementary
estimates •• for the financial year ~~49 andunfore
seen and eJ{traordinaryexpe\!:';~' \for1949 and
advances. fromfhe Working t~~nltal Fund, and
the. accompanying draft, resoiuli,.:.o. o » •

·g4.ThePREsIDENTput the draft resolution con
"tained in document A/1230' to the' vote.

The draft resolution was adopt~d.
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tion a regime of force in territories conquered in ciliation Commission and the compromise plan.
the Jerusalem area, currently divided into two proposed by the dele-gations of Sweden and the
military zones and occupied by two rival armies, Netherlands. Mr. Castro felt that if the demands
animated by the deepest hostility towards each of the military forces occupying Palestine were
other. , 'accepted, the United Nations would have em-'
,14. The aim. of the efforts made by his delega- barked upon a programme of defeatism and
tion to confirm the legal situation of the Jeru- appeasement which could note but threaten its

\) salem area as a corpus separatunt in relation to . very existence. What was happening in Palestine
the rest of the territory pf Palestine-was to save was an obvious consequence of the resolution 181
Jerusalem from internal strife, and from interna- (Il) on. partition enacted by the General
tional conflicts in which the States, which now held Assembly on 29 November 1947 and it would
or might later hold the territory of Palestine, indeed be lamentable if the General Assembly
might become involved. It was essential to reject were to fail to implement what was in fact the
all draft resolutions which tended to establish two noble part of that resolution.
sovereignties in Jerusalem and which left the 17. It was interesting to note that three of the
United Nations with only limited supervision of permanent members of the Security Council,'

"the Holy Places, as otherwise the real interna- China, France and the USSR, had voted in
"tionalization of Jerusalem, as required by the favour of the reaffirmation of the resolution 181

General Assembly in resolution 181 (II) ,of 29 (Il). It could be said with reason that if the
November 1947, would be an illusion which could United States and the United Kingdom were to
be destroyed by the mere exercise of territorial co-operate in the plan for internationalization,
sovereignty. What was necessary was to save . there would not be any opposition in the Security
Jerusalem from any conflict between Israel and Councilbecause there would be no veto in all
Jordan, or between any other nations which cases where effective action by .the United
might in the future dominate the territory of Nations was required in order to ensure that the
Palestine. The effective internationalization of legal position of Jerusalem as a corpus seporo-

'Jerusalem under the supervision of the Trustee- tum, under the supervision of the United Na
ship Council, as called for in. the GeneralAssem- tions, was respected.
bly resol.ution,181 ,(Il) of 29 November 1947 18. In conclusion, the representative of El Sal
and later confirmed by the resolution 191 (Ill)
of 11 December 1948, was .therefore necessary. vador.said, that for the reasons stated his delega-

tion would: vote in favour of the draft resolution
15. All kinds of arguments were being used approved by the Ad Hoc Political Committee,and
against the ef!:ective internationalization of Jeru- against the oilier draft resolutions which opposed
salem. He would refer only to some of them. It the effective it}.ternationalization of Jerusalem.
was said that the undertaking would be very I, •

costly and that the United Nations would be 19. Sir Alexander CADOGAN (United Kingdom)
unable to finance it. Those objections had been recalled that a year previously the General
put forward in particular by the delegations of Assembly had entrusted in resolution 194 (Ill)
the United Kingdom 'and the United States. to the Conciliation Commission for Palestine the
Nevertheless, the United Kingdom had exercised ' task of finding a solution of the problem of Jeru
the Mandate over the whole of Palestine for salem. The members of the Conciliation Commis
many years, and it had not been for financial sion had spent months in an investigation of the
reasons that it had decided to renounce it. Fur- situatien and finally,.basing themselves on' their
thermore, that delegation had proposed that local studies and experience; had produced a ./C.C

Cyrenaica should be placed under the Trustee- scheme (A/973, A/973/Add.l). Thats~hemt,J>"
-ship System/ when the question of the disposal had appeared to provide adequately for .the "safe
of the former Italian colonies had been discussed guarding of the. H.. oly Places.'.Jand the rights apper
in April and May. Those facts proved that the taining thereto, to which fhe United Kingdom
administration of trusteeship over a territory was Government, in common with so many others,
.not in itsel£a very costly operation, above all attached the highest importance, Itprovji!~,d for
when the control was to be exercised over a single the. presence in, Jerusalem ofa repi:es~i1'tative,of
city, as was the case with Jerusalem. And if the the United Nations endowed with certain, other
United Kingdom had been able to administer powers .and rights which might ..be~J1xpected to
Palestine; there was all the.more reason to believe. conduce to the properadministratioh of the -city
that the United Nations COUl9 do so, for it was as a whole. - , .
an organization composed of fifty-nine States. 20: The scheme had at once. beensubjected to
As .to the delegation of the United States, it had attack. That, af course, was the. common fate of
presented .some time previously a proposal that all schemes in the initialstage: the opposing sides
the United Nations should exercise total control invariably took their: extreme positions at the out
over falestine,~iththe obligation of providing set but that did not mean thattheycouldnot,with
material means Ifn~cessarYl2", .' patient effort; be brought together. Aftercareful
1.6..·It was.·alsoaUeged a~!.n~t internationaliza- consideration, the United 'Kingdom Government

. tion that Jerusalemwas occupied'by the forces of had c.o?1e. to}he~01~d~sion !hat the scheme a! the .
Israel and Jordan, which'v/erenot prepared/fa Conclh~tlonC~IJ11nlS~lOnmlght!orm the basl~ of
carry out the General Assembly's resoluHon181 .' a.. solution which might. b~acceptable to both
(11) prescribing internationalization. Thaf(a,rgu.:' . slde.s:·He had~t~erefore indicated to tfe AdH ~c
ment cut both ways, for the representatives of Political Comrruttee at ~he; ~th .meetmg that his
those 1:Wo.Statesa!§1J .rejec~p,d,the supervision'. Goyernment approy~d;mprmctple. o.f.th~.pro
advocated, m the resolutions pro~~osed by the Con_})osalsqf the ConciliationCommissionv:"

'tSeeOjJicialRecords,o! the Third Sessionoft"~ . JS~e Official'Records of the Secrmd Sped4' Session
G~tter81. Assembly, .Part Il,~ Annex, to the FirstCom- of lh~ .General·Assembly, AnlJex to Y9hmwll Iam!IJ,
mtttee, document A/C.l/446, .•.... " .' dQc~m~nt A./C.lI277;.. .
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21. It had seemed to him that scant considera- repeated it in the Ad Hoc Political Committee; (l

tionhad been given in the Ad Hoc Political remark made during the last stages of the Cam
Committee to the proposals of the Conciliation, mittee's discussion, however, had made him
Commission, and still less consideration had decide to repeat it once again before the
apparently been given to them in the Sub-Corn- Assembly,
mittee which the Ad Hoc Political Committee had 26. Those delegations" among them (his own,
appointed-s-though as to that he could not speak which had preferred the Conciliation Commis
from direct experience, his delegation not having . sion's proposals to those contained in the draft
been represented in the. Sub-Committee. , resolution before the General Assembly had been
22. Ignoring, apparently, the proposals of the reproached for allowing themselves to be guided
Conciliation Commission appointed by the Gen- by the light of expediency, and had been accused
eral Assembly and unimpressed, it would seem, of wanting to compromise and even qf being
by the Commission's local knowledge and expe- guilty of surrender. They had been told that, by
rience, the Sub-Committee had proposed to the taking the course that they advocated, they would

'Ad Hoc Political Committee the draft resolution be undermining the authority and prestige of the
which was before the General Assembly (AI United, Nations. He would ask, however, what
1222, Annex I). He had said frankly in the was more calculated to undermine the authority
Ad Hoc Political Committeethat to his delega- and prestige of the United Nations: the search
tion 'that resolution seemed to be a retrograde for agreement by consent, or the handing down
step. If the proposals of the Conciliation Com- of ready-made judgments and decrees by the
mission had not at that stage commanded the General Assembly without regard for the like
assent of the parties, there was clearly even less lihood of their producing agreement or command
chance of' the Sub-Committee's proposals doing ing assent and without) apparently, any plans for
so. The latter, indeed, seemed likely to cause so their imposition on recalcitrant parties.
much difficulty that the chances of a satisfactory 27. It was surely the function of the General
regime for the Holy Places might be gravely Assembly to exhaust every effort to achieve
reduced. . agreement rather than to legislate for the world.
23. The United Kingdom delegation would have Article 33, the first Article of Chapter VI of the
thought there might have been some chance of Charter entitled "Pacific Settlement of Disputes",
bringing both parties to accept the principles. of stated that "The parties to any dispute, the con
the Conciliation Commission's proposals, from tinuance of which was likely to endanger the
which an adequate system of international control maintenance of international peace and security,
might have emerged, whereas 'the imposition ofa shall, first of all, seek a solution by negotiation,
ready-made, rigid and detailed system did not enquiry,mediation, conciliation, arbitration,
appear to have very favourable prospects. judicial settlement, resort to regional agencies or

arrangements, or other peaceful means of their
24.. 'Sir Alexander turned next to the considera- own choice." ,
tion of what was commonly called "implementa-
tion", about which some delegations' had ex- 28. Apparently, then, the authors of the Charter
pressed doubts. In the Ad Hoc Political Commit- had. not been free from the reproach of ex
tee those who had supported the draft resolution pediency or compromise. When they had stressed
had challenged the doubters to prove that imple- ' the need to seek to use such methods, surely they
mentation would be impossible. It seemed to him had not been guilty of cowardice or surrender,
that .that was hardly the way: to put the question He wondered how, when' and why it had been
ana that the question had been put to the wrong 'decided that the time for all those efforts was now
parties. He himself would ask all those delega- past.
tions who had voted for the draft 'resolution to 29. Bearing in mind the wording of Article 33
explain how they proposed to implement it. They of the Charter, he could' not help feeling that the
would obviously not have cast their votes without authors of the Charter might. look with some sur
reflecting upon that matter. They could not have priseon the text of the draft resolution, accord- "
been ignorant of the resistance to be expected, ing to which the General Assembly would decide
although some of them seemed to have ignored it. ' to confirm specifically the provisions of the Gen
Th~y must ~ave made up their minds how that eral Assembly resolution 181 (11). that the city of
resistance could be overcome, if necessary by Jerusalem was to be established' as .a corpus
fo~ce, and they mu.st, of .course, 0t,le and all have separatum under a special international. regime
w~Igh~d carefully m .their own minds what con- and to be administered by the United Nations,
tribution they would each be prepared Jt], "make. '" and that the Trusteeship Council was to be desig
If.they would take the General Assembly into nated to, discharge the responsibilities of the
!heIr confidence.~nd .explain .their plan for m~et- Administering Authority.' Later in the draft
mg all eventualities, the UnitedKingdom might resolution the Trusteeship Council was instructed'
then have. to, .and be glad to, revise its opinion to complete along certain lines the preparation
concerning the difficulties,of implementation. of the Stat~te of. Jerusalem, approve. the. Statute,
25. The attitude of the' United Kingdom had a~dproceed immedi!lt~lywith ~ts implementation.
remained quite cdhsistentthroughout; no secret Fmally,.the Trusteeship Cc:>Unctl was not to. allow
had-ever been made of it. In 1947, when. the any action-taken by ~nYIt,lterested Gov~rnment
Palestine question had first heenbrought before ?r. GoverJ.1.ments .to -divert it from adopting and
the United Nations;the United Ki~gdom. delega- implementing the Statute of Jerusalem. '" ....
tion had made itperfe<:tly .clear that its Govern-30. It might; indeed, be a wonderful thing if

r~ment .• wo~~d ;take .nQ"p'?-+-.i~enforcing a settle- therewere an international organization entitled
r , lmen~ that ~as.notacc~",-./~toboth,pa~tie~. That to issue .orders of that kind, with behind it,' of

had been stated so Qften~y representatives of the course, the pool of resources of .the Membersof
Vnit~q :Kin§'qomGgvemrwnt th~~h~ ltll:~ ,ngt th~ lJl1!teqNati<?ns1 al~ readr tQ ~p'fQr~~ th~m c:
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and all 'ready to make their contribution to the
pool. That,however, was not the case. It would
be idle at that .juncture to query why it was not
so, but at least the Assembly should not proceed
blindly as if it were. ,
31. In, the consideration of the refractory prob-,
lem before -the Assembly, there were two issues at
stake. In the first place,,the Assembly could not
afford to ignore any possibility; even at that late
hour, of finding something to which both parties
might, be brought to agree. In the second place,
due regard must be paid to the authority and
prestige of the United Nations itself. He urged
Members to consider whether the authority and
prestige of the United Nations would be better
upheld by the passing of a "resolution which,
viewed'as ~ theoretical exercise, might be impec
cable, but' which was rather toe far removed
from reality and might therefore risk failure, or
by continuing to search for agreement as pro
vided in the Charter. It might be said that the

, search had gone on long enough and the,way had
certainly been long and stony, but Sir Alexander
did not see why the General Assembly should
decide at that moment that the time had
come to abandon that road and commit itself
to another, and he would continue to have mis-

\', givings until he was informed how the Trustee
~ ship Council would, in the words of the draft

resolution, proceed immediately with the imple
mentation of the Statute.

32. He therefore appealed to those who had
supported the draft resolution in the Ad Hoc
Committee to reflect carefully on the considera
tions which he had ventured, in all humility, to
submit, and he appealed to all those who had not
hitherto taken a definite position to consider what
was at stake. It was imperative to keep within
the limits of the Charter and to do everything
possible to uphold the authority and the prestige
of the United Nations. No less important was it
to spare no efforts to bring about an agreed
settlement which might 'bring to an end the
disputes which had distracted the world for so
long, and which would bring peace to the Holy
Land. He had grave doubts whether the course
that was now urged upon the Assembly would
serve either of those epds, and he dared to hope
that even at that juncture it" might not be too
late to persevere along the humbler path' of
seeking agreement and compromise.

33. Mr. ICHAso (Cuba) stated that the Cuban
delegation had clearly indicated its position re
garding the fate of Jerusalem in the Ad Hoc
Political. Committee and in the Sub-Committee
which had been set up to consider the draft
resolutions.

34. As the representative 'of, a predominantly
Catholic country, he,understood thedeep concern
ofChristians inconnexion with that problem and
considered it essential to establish an inter
national regime which would safeguard the Holy
City from all quarrels and ambitions which might
lead to war and thus' endanger thee Holy' places
anq! prevent free access thereto .by the faithful
of 'all religions., , .

35;'~he Cuban delegatfonhadpatticularly< em·
phasized the l:spiritual nature of the rproblem.
Although' the'timportance of political factors in
the.'world .must ,-be. recognized, )erusalem .... pre
sented a special case' because it contained relics

preserved throughout the centuries which to
Christians represented the symbol of Him who
had shed his blood to save humanity.
36. Jerusalem could not be considered in a .
political light; its essentially spiritual character
required that it should be open to all the world
which saw in that city a': solace for spiritual
anxieties. Moreover, there was a juridical reality
which could not be ignored. By virtue of resolu
tion "181 (Il) of the General Assembly, the
United Nations had partitioned Palestine by
creating a Jewish State which already was a
member of the Assembly and an Arab State
which had not been set up de jure throughcir
cumstanccs which failed to correspond to the will
of the Assembly. Reference to that resolution
revealed that the creation of those two States
was conditioned on the segregation of Jerusalem
as a corpus separatum so that the city would not
be under either one of the two sovereignties con
cerned, but under an international regime directed
by the United Nations.

37. In the opinion of the Cuban delegation: that
juridical reality could riot be subordinated to any
other consideration whatsoever. On 11 December
1948, th'Cintention of the United Nations to
establish a permanent international regime in
Jerusalem had been reaffirmed in resolution 194
(Ill) and although later a Conciliation Com
mission.had been set up to draft a special statute
for the Holy City, the will of the Assembly was
unquestionable especially since irrefutable' jurid
ical arguments had been added to the historical,
religious and spiritual arguments. The .compe
tence of the Assembly to enact a statute for that
territory was undeniable nor could its jurisdiction
over Jerusalem be rejected when its jurisdiction
over all of Palestine had been recognized. '

38. The Cuban delegation had always defended
the internationalization of Jerusalem from the
religious as well as the juridical 'point of view
since it was concerned equally with the principle
involved and with the mariner. of its application.
39. Good intentions oh the part of the General
Assembly were not sufficient to establish de jure
and de facto a permanent international regime
in the city. of Jerusalem. Those intentions had
been manifested two years previously, yet the
regime had not yet been established. In .the face
of political realities, and more especially military
realities, mere statements were not enough. The
Cuban delegation had therefore sought to ensure
that the Assembly itself should both. prepare and
approve the international Ejtatute of Jerusalem,
for it\was convinced that such an· instrument,
endorsed-by the United Nations, was preferable
to any instrument which any other organ might
~ft ' .

40; ,With .that object in mind the ,Cuban .dele
gation ' had .submitted various documents to
strengthen th~theory of intemationaHzeiti6n,
stressing.particularly that the measure should be.
decided.bythe General Assembly without 1?eing
referred toan:~of the Unit,e~.Nationsorgans.,

Faithful to th~t. criterion, although it found the .
draft only partially satisfactory, his .delegation
had. voted for the .' text' adoptedpbythe Su.b
Committee of the Ad .J=[QcPoliti~al Committ~e'
becauseifrealized .thata' majority oftbe dele~
tions'favour~d'the dilatory procedure of .as1{i~g
the Trusteeshi~ Council to i)r~parea .riewstatut~;
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41. In that draft the: principle remained intact, however, whether the Governor would be able
which .:was suffic.ent\(o~gainfor it the suppor,t to count on the positive collaboration of the
of his delegation although, since it occupied a authorities and the population in the area or even
secondary pOsition1,..there was the risk it might on their remaining passive. If not; he might
be thw~rted, judging by past experience.. have to revert to other measures and what would
42. Furthermore, the Cuban. delegation did not " those ~easures be? Mr. Boheman also asked how
consider that the internationalization. of Jerusalem t~e necessarr fund~ would be ~ound,. and empha
should be a specific function of the Trusteeship SIzed that, If, the Implementa~lOn did. not work.
Council, ,which had been set up for other pur- smoothly, the sums .needed I~l1ght amount to .far
'poses. It had already pointed out, in the Ad Hoc more than the United Nations cO';1ld possibly
Political Committee, the danger of setting up an afford. N0 re~l answer had been given to any
international regime, while at the same time of those 9-uestIons. He 'Y~ntured.to suggest that
postponing its implementation. In repeating that the prestige of the United Na!10nS would no~
reservation it disclaimed all further responsibility ~e enhanced by th~ ,mere adoption of a res~lu,
in the niatt~r. \ tu:>n, how~~er desl~~ble. the proposed. solUtl?n

• f) • might.. be, llc~tqere were Immeasurable difficulties
43. TheCuban delegation would vote m favour in the way of'ihdmplementation.
of the draft resolution of the Ad Hot Political .' '''~ .
Committee, since it was in frill agreement with 49. Like al! other countr~es, Sweden was deeply
the' principle of internationalization" although it concerned .Wlth the protection of the Ho,ly Places,
did not approve of the vague formula for its He ~';1ggested, h~wever, that. the adoption of an
application. ambitious resolution at that Ju.ncturc: would 0!1ly

'. .' . . .' , serve to defeat the common aim. HIS delegation
44. In conclusion, the Cuban delegation hoped would therefore vote against the draft resolution.
that the Trusteeship Co~~il would act with the 50. The Netherlands and Swedish delegations
necessary speed· and efficlenc~ to prepare an had submitted a joint draft resolution (AIAC.31j
approprIate. statute and that~t would em1,lloy L.S3) to the Ad Hoc Political Committee, pro
the ~ecessary ene~gy ~nd res~:1rc~s t? put. into viding for internationalization of the Holy
p.ractlce the effective 11l:ternabonahzatlon .of the Places, without disturbing the existing political

o clty?f Jerusalel1!'to ensure that peace would situation in the Jerusalem area. In view of the
prevail m. that CIty and that the Holy .. Places attitude of the majority in the Committee, that
would not be profaned. draft resolution had never been discussed in
45. M!, BOHEMAN (Sweden) said that his dele- detail,' neither had it been possible to ascertain
gatiop'viewed the draft resolution submitted by the attitude of. the Governments in control of
the Ad Hoc Political Committee with concerti. In Jerusalem, .who were the most interested parties.
his opinion, the implementation of the solution- He did not imagine that the proposal was perfect,
that had been recommended by a large" majority and he would willingly have considered any
would over-tax the strength of the United amendment in line with its basic purpose, which
Nations. was to ensure the protection of the Holy Places.
46 Th d ft· 1 ti t bli h d J I with the collaboration of the parties most con-

'. e . ra .r.eso u Ion es a IS e erusa em. cerned. Some'vamendments had been submitted
and the surro~dmg area as a corpus separa~um in the Committee and others would doubtless
'und~r the d!rE\~t government of. t1?-e U1?-l~~~ .have been suggested had the proposal been . eh
Nations and Instructed the TrusteeshlpC?~cll .serious consicleratiori. ' . glV .;'
topromulgate the Statute for Jerusalem, similar '
in all essentials to the one it had elaborated earlier 51. ..The Netherlands and Swedish delegations
in quite, different circumstances. The Council was. had re-introduced their proposal in the General
alsoinstructed to take all the measures necessary Assembly (A/1227}.His delegationvhad done
to implement the. draft. resolution, regardless of sosiniptybecause it considered that the Assem
the attitude of the countries which at-that time bly.shd'uld·· have an alternative proposal before
exercised political and militarycoqtrol . over it, in 'case the' draft resolution submitted by. the
Jerusalem. . . . Ad~Ho.cPolitical Committee-did not receive the
47.. It was very important that the United necessary two-thirds majority.

.Nations should not: adopt resolutions the imple- '52. 'It had been said in .the Committee that the
mentation of which~jf' it were at all, possible, joint Netherlands and Swedish proposal would

;)might require'nie~~ures .which could .: not be be as difficult to implement as the draft resolution
properly "estimated in advance, The situation in eventually adopted by the Committee. That alle
the Jerus(llem .. area was, .for . the time being, gation had neverbeen put to the test during the
goyernedby an armistice that had been concluded discussion. Moreover, -he did not think that .the '0.

after delicate and difficult negotiations. It was attitude of, theparties at that. juncture .necessarily
his. fervent hope,that.the.armistice.would.develop excluded. 'the· possibility of .an agreement. .,
into a peaceful settlement and that, throttgh 53 Hisd I ti h d . d . b blv.i .
amic.abl~. . negotia... ti.ons .. betw... een t.h.e..,.p.artI.·es,: a .'" 15 . e ega Ion a tne , pro a y 10 vain,

liti L 1 ti Id hich Id to' make its modest contribution to the solution
pOltlca. so u ion rwou ...~merge.. w 1 WOU ... of the, problem .of th~protection of the Holy-
ensurelor both Arabs and Jews. in the. area a PI.a.: ces ', in'·.PalestiIte...;.In",c",s9· do.ing it h.ad been

;peacef111andsecureexistence, with confident col- . d h Id ibl d b it
labor~tionbetweenthe two;.' •.;·i ... '. ..... . .... ,~r:c~cl~; ~dato~~c~VityCO~ithP~~~rl toO~U~hl~
48'., .•• J(the~I'aft;tesollltion,st1bmittedbythe ' question." Its, sole. motive had been to promote
Ad. Hoc', P()litical".C()m1l1ittee.W~l'eadoptedj the the.Jnterests of the .United ~ationsand;toen
Trusteespip <;:ouncilwo,111d t;lab()ratethe ~tatt1te<:ouI'age a peaceful •. ,developmen.tin .. theHoly
ang'the ..United.Nations. WOttldIt01l1inate a.• Gov... Land,·.a purpose for .. which Swedlm ..•• bad .already
-c~~nor,.: if, a!Jf?ne.c?tt1d;peJound t()' a~c::epttb~ sacriijcedthe life of one of ..its most .valuable
t"s~ :IIteJl;lsbng .. ctr<;t1~st~I1c::e~. Hewond,ered, ·~I1d"cherisheqcitizeI1s., ..,.' -, '-.' . ." , '," fr Cl ' '<:;.
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\ 54. Mr. VAN HEUVEN GOEDHART (Netherlands) That was the reason why, together with Sweden,
\ said that his delegation was not opposed ill prin- the Netherlands' had re-introduced its proposal,

.ciple to 'the internationalization 'of the area of so that all delegations which had supported the
Jerusalem. Indeed, that was not the reason why Australian draft }esolution in the Committee
it had decided to re-introduce the draft resolu- could take a clear stand in the light of their heavy
tion which had been withdrawn during the responsibilities in the matter. He believed that
proceedings in the Ad Hoc Political Committee. his delegation's proposal was both workable and
On the contrary, if the Netherlands delegation acceptable to all parties concerned.
had been convinced of the practicability of inter- 59. General McNAUGHTON (Canada) stated
nationalization, if it had believed that fhe estab- that during the discussion in the Ad Hoc Political
lishment of a corpus separatum would really Committee of the Australian proposal for a
safeguard the Holy Places in Palestine and pre- corpus separatum in the Jerusalem area, his dele
serve existing rights, it would have followed the gation had indicated at the 50th meeting its
majority of the Ad Hoc Political Committee and misgivings with regard to the practicability of
voted in favour of the Australian draft resolu- such a measure. The Canadian delegation had
tion (AIAC.31/L.37). not seen then and still did not see how it was
55. His delegation, however, was not so con- to be implemented. After a careful study of the
vinced, and hence viewed with concern the statements of other delegations regarding the
decision taken by the Ad Hoc Political Corn- draft resolution, he would be less than frank
mittee. Its abstention in the vote on the Aus- if he did not state that the .explanations of those

-tralian draft resolution had clearly indicated that who had supported the draft resolution in the
'it was not prompted by considerations of prin- Committee had not given him any reason to be
ciple but that, for practical reasons, it could not lieve that the proposal offered a practicable
support the. establishment of Jerusalem as a solution. He was strengthened in that view by
separate State governed by the United Nations. the comments which had been made by the repre
Those practical reasons were of paramount im- sentatives of the Netherlands, Sweden, and the
portance. All would agree that the Holy Places United Kingdom in the Assembly, and by the
in Palestine could not be safeguarded by a reso- United States in the Committee.
lution which was not followed by implementation; 60. The Canadian delegation had emphasized
yet in his opinion the .draft resolution of the that its first consideration was the effective
Ad Hoc Political Committee was not a workable protection of the Holy Places. It believed, as did
proposition. . the vast, majority of delegations, that such pro
56. . ~wodays had hardly el~psed smce the tection could be ensured only by effective and
adoption of that draft r~solutlon ~nd alre~dy -adequate international authority. That did not
the gr~:yest dou~ts had amen b.oth.m the FI!th meanvhowever, that the mere adoption by the
C?tnt~l1ttee an~ I~ th~ S:cretartat m connexion General Assembly of a sweeping resolution for

. WIth It~ fina'!clal implications, I~deed, that draft the most complete international administration
resolution might well. lead to an It.tcre~se of some . of a city, irrespective of the wishes of the inhabi
25 to 30 per cent In the contributions of the tants, could give that protection.
Member States. It was significant that only 25 .' . ~
votes had been cast the previous day in favour 61.. There was, mdeed! reason to fear that H.
of the financial implications of that draft the General ~ssemblJ; dl~regardedthe real needs
resolution. . ~nd t?e genume aspirations of the peop~e who

lived m the Jerusalem area, the result might be
57. I~ order to be successful, any plan for the to endanger the Holy Places whose protection
protection of the Holy Places should be to some was its greatest interest' and concern.

, extent supported by the Governments most. con-? . . ..
cerned. Yet the plan for a corpus sepa.ratum had 6.... The Wishes o~ the mhablta~ts of ~erusalem
been rejected both by Israel and by Jordan. and of the. populab?~ of the nelghbo~nng are~s
Jerusalem and its Holy Places, administered by c~>uld not, m the opl~lqn of the Canadian de.1e~a
the Trusteeship Council, would be a town SUr- tl(~n, pe t?e sole or.lt.t any sense the .overndmg
rounded by hostile feelings ana inhabited by a criterion ~n determining the appropna!e meas
population hostile to its international government. ures for sites the sacredcharac~e~ of which made
Hostility would entail the need of defence against them a matter ?f. deep' and abiding concern' for
threats from outside and inside. Defence meant hundreds of millions of people throughout the
soldiers, munitions, equipment. Who was to pro- wo:l,d. It .was, ho,~r,ever~ no l~ss true that .the
Vide that? He wondered what Governments would l:glbmate mt:rests. and the.- attItudes. ~d asplr~
be prepared to send troops to Jerusalem .for t!Ol1S of the inhabitants c~uld not be Ig'!ored If
implementing the Australian draft resolution. the Assembly was to arrive at a solution that
Nothing concrete had ever' been said on the would work and would endure.
matter. In 'those circumstances, there. was little 63. For the General 'Assembly-to adopt a 501u
chance of implementing the draft resolution. He tion. that would not work would bea.greatdis
could not refrain from warning the General service to the United Nations, and, more par»
Assembly of the manifold difficulties involved in ticularly would be an act of irresponsibility in
't~e establishment of a, State. Legislation, juris- regard to the Holy' Places, the protectidn'of
diction, administration, economic stability, social which ittnust be the first duty of the General
~ec,!ritYTt~ose were only a few of the many Assembly to ensurer. . ..' ..'
~ertou§ problems that would require attention' 64. The Canadian .delegation .w()rtld therefore
~nd regulation, '.. . .' vote against. the proposal ~niti~t~g by Australia
§8. . His delegation was eager to contribute to and amended by the delegati?ns c# El S<ctlvador,
~ln effectivesa'feguard of the Holy Places and Lebanon and the Union-of SovietSocialisrRepub-'
4~,cl4houghtit!,[wise fhat the General Assembly lies, T.~estatement made by thepanadia,n Secr~"
s~~>uld .have ap alternativeproposal.before.4t.1r tary of'State for External ~ffaifs;Mr.~rearson,:,
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in the 'general debate at the opening of the current
session of the General .Assembly- illustrated the
attitude of the Canadian Government on that and
on many other matters a~ecting the United
Nations. Mr. Pearson had said that the Canadian
Government had tried to make practicability the
touchstone of its attitude towards the United
Nations. While it was prepared to support any
proposed course of'action which gave promise
of contributing effectively to the solution of any
particular problem, it was anxious to avoid giving
the United Nations tasks which it was clearly
unable to perform. ' .

65. As far as the question' of Jerusalem was
concerned, it was essential to bear in mind the
proper objective, which was the international
protection of the Holy Places. Any undue em
phasis on international interest beyond what was
necessary for the purpose might well endanger
the accomplishment of that objective. The
Canadian delegation felt, therefore, that the essen
tial requirement was an effective United Nations
control with full safeguards for the protection of
the Holy Places and sites and' for free access
to them, and for religious freedom. Subject to
that the maximum local autonomy should be
allo~ed to the Arab and Jewish communities in
Jerusalem. The solution of the problem should
therefore be to establish that kind of United
Nations control which was required to ensure
effective protection of religious interests, while
avoiding the assumption by the United Nations
of responsibilities and controls which were un
necessary for that purpose. Such unnecessary
responsibilities, if beyond the powers of the
United Nations, would be inadequately discharged
and such a situation would place the Holy Places
and the interests of religious persons throughout
the world in jeopardy.

- 66. The Canadian delegation would vote for the
draft resolution submitted by the Netherlands
and Swedish delegations (A/1227) , which it
considered to be in keeping with the principles
of practicability, of effective protection for re
ligious interests and of maximum local autonomy
compatible with that effective protection. In doing
so it did not claim that that proposal was
perfect; it did, however, believe that it was the
one promising solution suggested in the course
of the deliberations in the General Assembly
which gave evidence of practicability and which
seemed likely to command the necessary inter
national support to make it effective. .

67. The Netherlands-Swedish proposal, like any
other proposal, was necessarily in the nature of
an experiment. The interest of the United
Nations in the protection of the Holy Places, and
therefore in the situation in Jerusalem, must be
a continuing interest, and for that reason a
feature which appealed to the Canadian delega
tion in the proposal was the provision for review
by the General Assembly at an early future
session. The adoption of the Netherlands
Swedish resolution would in no sense prejudice
the right, and indeed the duty, of the General
Assembly to revise the form and scope of inter
nationalization for Jerusalem. should experience
and future developments in the area make that
desirable.

'See Official Recordsoj the Fou~th Session .~fthe
General A sSet»ibly~ 228th meeting, i

68. The United Nations must continue to have
responsibility for Jerusalem and to exercise final
authority over it. It must keep a constant watch
on developments there, so as to ensure that the
Holy Places, and access to them, and religious
freedom in them, were duly protected. The
Canadian delegation believed that the best step
the General Assembly could take to discharge
those responsibilities" "'5 the adoption of the
joint draft resolution forward by the dele
gations of the Netherlands and of Sweden.

69. Mr. DE SOUZA GOMES (Brazil) said that his
delegation would vote for the draft resolution
submitted by the Ad Hoc Political Committee.

70.. He would not stress the interest with which
the Brazilian people had followed the discussions
that had. taken place on the internationalization
of Jerusalem. The religious conscience of the
world was becoming daily more alert. The events
in Palestine that had resulted in the establish
ment of the State of Israel had inaugurated a
period of great political activity in that area,
causing all those·who entertained religious senti
ments the greatest anxiety concerning the fate of
the Holy Places:

71. As early as 1947, the General Assembly
had realized that anxiety and had to find a satis
factory formula which would ensure the pro
tection of the Holy City.vsatisfy the just concern
of the religious world and at the same time be
acceptable to the two States in occupation of the
city.. '

72. The Brazilian delegation had made every
effort to promote an agreement. At the beginning
of-the discussion it had seemed that the proposal
submitted by the Conciliation Commission offered
the greatest possibilities of success. It had there
fore signified its approval of certain aspects of
that proposal, although it would have preferred
a fully internationalized status.

73. As it happened, however, neither that pro
posal nor the plan advocated by the delegations

.of the Netherlands and Sweden had secured the
necessary majority. He regretted he must state
that situation was' largely due to the attitude
adopted by Israel and Jordan, both of which
frequently had rejected the offers of conciliation
and appeasement extended by the majority of the
Member States in order to satisfy the religious
conscience of the world.

74. Now that efforts to reach a compromise had
failed, the Brazilian delegation would vote for
the draft resolution submitted by Australia. That
draftresolution established the principle of inter
nationalization and gave the Trusteeship Council
the task of applying it to the existing situation.

75. The Brazilian delegation hoped that in spite
of the difficulties that certainly existed, Israel
and Jordan would collaborate loyally to apply
the Assembly's decision and would faithfully
carry out the plan to be proposed to them by the
Trusteeship Council, His delegation joined other
delegations in appealing to the .spirit of eo
operation and good will of Israel and Jordan.

76. Mr. Ross (United States of America) said
that the position of the United States delegation
on the resolution transmitted by the Ad HQC

Political Committee had been' stated dearly' in
that Committee at, its 43rd meeting. .
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77. The United States delegation considered
that the adoption of the measures proposed would
involve the United Nations in countless difficul
ties and responsibilities in order to achieve pur
poses not all of which were of genuine concern
to the international community, such as the
regulation of the continuing secular activities of
the inhabitants of Jerusalem, both Arab and
Jewish.
78. Furthermore, while seeking to establish in
the Jerusalem area a new and entirely separate
political entity which did not conform to the
wishes of the local population, the United Nations
would be delaying, and even endangering, the
assurance of the rightful authority of the United
Nations in the Jerusalem area and the control
and protection of the Holy Places in the name of
the United Nations. The moral and material
responsibility of every Member of the United
Nations in that connexion was grave. The enor
mOUS financial and administrative burden which
would fall upon the Trusteeship Council and.
upon the United Nations in general as a result
of an attempt to establish and administer a city
State in the circumstances prevailing in Palestine
was obvious.

79. The Fifth Committee had estimated that
the proposal with regard to Jerusalem would
involve an expense of at least 8,000,000 dollars
a year. That estimate had assumed the co-opera
tion of the existing authorities and the presence
of normal conditions of security. It had been
stated in the Fifth Committee that the expenses
of the city currently amounted to more than
four times that estimate. In addition to the
normal administration expenses for the city,
the United Nations would be committed to meet
ing any deficits which might arise from the
establishment of a separate political entity which
would disrupt the normal trade and industry of
the city. In brief, the United Nations would be
committed to a financial burden which might
easily exceed the entire budget of the United
Nations and, furthermore, might entail expenses
which could not yet be calculated.

80. The consideration of practical difficulties
should not, of course, act as a deterrent to a course
of action which appeared to be right. The United
States Government reaffirmed its continued sup
port of a permanent international regime for the
Jerusalem area. The draft resolution of the
Ad Hoc Political Committee would not, however,
in his opinion, fulfil that purpose. The imprac
tical and illogical course of action recommended
by that Committee would not result in the estab-.
lishment of an international regime; it would
merely result in further debate and would delay,
perhaps finally postpone, the. assumption by the
United Nations of its rightful position in
Jerusalem;

81. Members who cherished the profound re
ligious significance of Jerusalem, and had ably
and eloquently expressed during the discussion,
the importance which they accorded to the Holy
City, must recognize that inescapable fact and
meditate deeply before casting their vote.
82. The United States delegation had made
every effort, both by its .participation. in the
Conciliation Commission for Palestine and in the
Gene:al Assembly to obtain. approval for an
effective international re~Jl11~ f(>r the Ierusalem

area which would give genuine recognition to its
international status as the centre of three great
religions, provide for the necessary protection of
the Holy Places and for access to them under
United Nations supervision, contribute to the
peace and stability of the area, and, finally, would
take into account the interests of the principal
communities inJerusalem and the views of Israel
and Jordan.
83. The United States delegation had, therefore,
supported the proposal of the Conciliation Com
mission, which in its opinion would best serve
those purposes. That Commission, paying due
regard to all the factors involved, had offered a
practical and conciliatory compromise between
all the interests concerned. The Ad H oc Political
Committee had also had before it another pro
posal, submitted by the delegations of Sweden
and the Netherlands in an attempt to provide
a basis upon which delegations, though not
agreeing in all respects, might find it possible to
achieve a reasonable and practical area of
agreement.
84. In contrast to the above proposals, the
draft resolution submitted by the Committee
disregarded the realization of any of the desired
objectives. There was a wide gap between the
means for genuine achievement of those objec
tives under the Conciliation Commission's plan,
for example, and the pretence of their fulfilment
in the Committee's draft resolution.
85. The Committee's draft resolution not only
disregarded the interests of the inhabitants of
Jerusalem; but jeopardized the achievement of
the international rights in the Jerusalem area
which the majority Of delegations had so strongly
advocated. The United States delegation would
therefore vote against the draft resolution sub
mitted by the Ad Hoc Political Committee,
86. Mr. DENDRAMIS (GreeCe) said that the
problem of the Holy Places was of great impor
tance. It concerned the international community
and the world's great Churches. It would exert
a decisive influence on the maintenance of. peace
in the Middle East. Its 'solution would require all
the wisdom and common sense of the States
.Members of the United Nations.
87. It was in that spirit that the Greek delega
tion had followed the debates in the Ad Hoc
Political Committee, its Sub-Committee, and the
General Assembly. The Greek people cherished
genuinely friendly feelings toward the jewish.:
as well as the Arab peoples.
88... He had outlined on a previous occasion the
complete solidarity which had always existed
between .. the great Christian. mass of the Greek
people and their Jewish .compatriots. During the
war, Greece .had suffered occupation by the nazis
and their accomplices. The Jews had been· perse
cuted with extreme severity, The fate of the
whole Greek people had been most tragic, and
the world had witnessed the magnificent gesture
of the Greek men and women who, at the risk
of beingled before a firing squad, had not spared
their efforts to wrest the victims ofa criminal
madness from the clutches of their persecutors.
89. Greece's sentiments towards the Arab
peoples were equally cordial and fraternal. Arabs
and Greeks had been united through "the-cen
turies by their civilization and their. political and
~<;Qq()rrii<; interests. Gr~~<;f~ r~l3:tiQp.~ with Jordan,
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97. Mr. GARcfA BAuER (Guatemala) ~it;l.ted that
his delegation could not support the r,raft reso
lution approved by the Ad H QC Political Com
mittee, for two main reasons.
98. In the first place, it considered that draft
resolution to be impossible of application, and
in the second place, that it would not give the
Holy Places the effective protection which his
delegation desired for them. .
99. The resolution 181 (H) on the partition of
Palestine, provided that the city of Jerusalem
should be organized as a separate body under a
special international regime, and it appointed the
Trusteeship Council to carry out the functions of
the Administering Authority in the name of the
United Nations.
100. The circumstances which then prevailed
were. very different from the present ones. The
Mandatory Power had announced its intention
of evacuating Palestine on 1 August 1948, and
the United Nations, in assuming responsibility
and in view of possible events, had appointed a
special commission to investigate the pertinent'
questions and had approved the plan contained
in resolution 181 (H).
10L At that time everything had .seemed to
indicate that the plan was feasible. But, for
reasons which were well known, it had not been
possible to apply the resolution. Hardly had the
Mandatory Power withdrawn from the territory
when the Palestine war broke out. As frequently
happened in periods of violence, the situation had
changed completely, so much so that today, two
years later, it was indeed difficult to contemplate
giving full effect to the resolution of 1947.
102. As a result of the conflict, and by virtue
of the armistice agreement of April last, the city
of Jerusalem was in fact divided; the forces of
Jordan occupied the old walled city, and the
Israel forces the New City. The representatives
of those two countries had stated in the Ad Hoc
Political Committee their concern for the pro
tection of the Holy' Places and religious sites,

, as well as their willingness to co-operate with the
United Nations in achieving appropriate and

. effectiveinternational protection.
103. Yet, those representative's had left no doubt
regarding their opposition to the internationaliza
tion of the Jerusalem area as provided in the
draft resolution (Aj1222) , and that was a fact
which .could not be ignored. Even if the Govern
ments of Israel and Jordan were prepared to
accept the measure in' question, it was much to
be feared that the population of Jerusalem would
oppose it, and that the situation, might' become
untenable. The proposed international protection
should, .among' other things, be based on the
acquiescence and. good will, of the local popula
tion. The Guatemalan delegation considered the
resolution of the Ad Hoc Political. Committee to
be impracticable.
104. He believed that it had not been given
sufficient thought. What was indeed a very serious
problem was being dealt with.in a limited time
at the end' of the -General Assembly session, in
what could hardly be considered to be favourable
circumstances. The Guatemalan delegation would
ha.ve .'supported a draft resolution capable of

a See Official Records of the Second Special Session
of the General Assembly, Annex t<.> V<.>l1JItI~~ I, ~n4 III
QocumentA/~41t . . . .
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bore the stamp~~rsincere friendship, supported
by a community of interests.
90. Greece' herself had interests in Jerusalem.
The Greek Orthodox patriarchate was the direct
descendant of the Emperor Constantine and his
august mother Helen, who were honoured as
saints in the Gr~eJ< Church. It was they who had
first restored to 'humanity the sacred relics of
Christianity. Greece was not, however, referring
to those facts in order to claim special benefits
for itself. The Holy Places belonged to all man
kind. They should be accessible to the pilgrims
of the great religions concerned, who went to
refresh their faith there' with full freedom of
conscience.
91. Thus no solution could be considered satis
factory that did not protect the Holy Places
from any temporal power which at any moment,
bv a unilateral act, might invalidate the most
solemn guarantees. It was its anxiety to find the
most suitable regime for the character and nature
of the Holy Places, which had led the Greek
delegation to vote in favour of what had originally
been the Australian draft resolution submitted to
the Ad iIoc Political Committee.
92. As soon as it had been approved by the
Sub-Committee set up for the purpose, that draft
resolution had naturally become the subject of
criticism.!fhe Greek delegation, faithful to the
statement it had made on 1 December, when!
explaining its vote before the Sub-Committee,
had considered with an open mind everything
that had been suggested to replace the draft
resolution that had finally been submitted to the
Assembly. '

93. The Greek delegation was always ready to
welcome, even at the eleventh hour, any proposal
in harmony with the views it had expressed" at
the third session of the Assembly, namely, that
no settlement could be considered satisfactory
that did not confirm, in law and in fact,. -the
legal status of the religious communities of the
Holy Places as it had existed for many centuries.
94. The Greek delegation was obliged to say,
however, that in the circumstances it was scep
tical regarding the possibility of finding any
proposal to replace the one it had supported and
which it hoped would be unanimously adopted
by the General Assembly,
95. The Greek delegation would perhaps have
some observations to make when the time came'
to consider the provisions of the, statute already
drawn up by. the Trusteeship Council:" but it
considered that, as a whole, the permanent inter
national regime advocated would protect the
great sanctuaries of the Holy City, that it would
serve the interests. of the local population, inde
pendently of race or religion, and that all its
benefits, cutting across political frontiers, would
be felt by all mankind.
96. At its current session, the General Assembly
was facing one of its heaviest political and moral
responsibilities. The whole. world was awaiting
a prompt and -satisfactory solution of the ques

.tion of the Holy'Places from the United Nations.
The Assembly would fail in its duty if it were
to hesitate.

. 1 See document A/Ae.3Ull. . ....
~See Official Records of the third5fs~io"of the

G:ene'ral. A~sembl3', 2()6~h JIleetin~.. '
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ensuring effective protection of, and free access Church of the Holy Sepulchre, that had made
to, the Holy Places and religious sites and insti- effective internationalization imperative in the
tutions throughout Palestine, tb.,ereby interpreting eyes of Christians.
the Catholic sentiments of tM'e~~at majority of 110. The General Assembly had decreed under'
the Guatemalan population. Believing, however, resolution 181 (H) that Jerusalem and the sur
that the measure in question was impossible of rounding area should be constituted a corpus
practical implementation, it regretted that it could separatum under a special international regime
not support the resolution under consideration. and that it should be administered by the United
105. Abdul RAHIM Bey (Egypt) said that a Nations. That provision had been confirmed a
question of supreme importance to the followers year later in General Assembly resolution 194
of the three great religions of the world was (HI), which had also instructed the Conciliation
before the General Assembly, namely the inter- Commission "to present detailed proposals for a
nationalization of Jerusalem. The world was permanent international regime for the Jerusalem
naturally deeply concerned about the preservation area..." That solemn decision of the General
of its sanctuaries and the safety of its most Assembly had been supported wholeheartedly by
sacred heritage. hundreds of millions of people throughout the
106.Tl1e problem of Jerusalem and the Holy world. It was a decision which had not been
Places had arisen in consequence of General rescinded, and hundreds of millions of people
Assembly Resolution 181 (II) of 29 November were clamouring for its implementation. Was
1947, which provided for the partition of the there any good reason why it should not be im
Holy Land. Had the Palestine problem been plemented? Was there any good reason why the
settled in conformity with the basic principles of General Assembly should retract its decision?
justice and self-determination outlined in the 111. One Member of the General Assemblyhad
Charter, that question would not be before the objected to the implementation of General Assem
current session of the General Assembly. There bly resolution 194 (UH- Ironically enough, that
would have been no need for special measures to Member State owed its very existence to General
be taken to protect the Holy Places if partition Assembly resolution 181 (H), which had pro
had not been agreed upon. If Palestine had re- vided for the creation of a Jewish State and the
mained an Arab country, as it had been for establishment of Jerusalem as a corpus separatum
centuries, and if an alien rule had not been under the United Nations. It had accepted the
imposed upon it, neither Islam nor Christianity creation of its State and membership of the
would have entertained any fears' for th~e safety United Nations, but it refused to implement
of the Holy Places. other parts of General Assembly resolution 181
107. Jerusalem had been an Arab city since time (Il) which did not suit its purposes. Not only
immemorial, and both in justice and equity it that, but having repeatedly defied the United
should remain so. It was situated in the centre Nations and affronted its authority with impunity,
of the area which General Assembly Resolution it was trying to intimidate the General Assembly
181 (H) had left in the possession of the Arabs. into retracting its solemn decision. Nor would
According to the United Nations Special Com- matters end there, unless that .Member was made
mission on Palestine, the population of the Jeru- to understand that it must abide by the decisions
salem sub-district in 1947, after thirty years of of the United Nations. The United Nations was
forced emigration, had still been 62 per cent strong enough to do that and indeed must do it in
Arab, and the Arabs had owned 98 per cent of sheer self-defence. The United Nations could
the property in that sub-district. If Jerusalem not continue to tolerate that attitude without
had remained Arab, the Holy Places would have losing what remained of its prestige and even
been safe and access to them assured. tually suffering the fate of the defunct League
108. It should be remembered that both in war of Nations.

.and in peace the Arabs had always respected and 112. The General Assembly must give the right
protected .the -Holy Places, and that both the answer by approving the Ad Hoc Political Com
Christian and Jewish communities had been given mittee's draft resolution. The-League of Nations,
complete freedom in religious and personal weak as it had, been and without the power arid
affairs. That tolerant Islamic attitude' had not authority of the United Nations, seemed to have
changed. The Arabs continued to believe in re- been more eager to' compel respect for its .de
Iigious liberty and to respect the shrines of other cisions, as, for example, when it had invoked
religions. When the Conciliation Commission for sanctions against Italy for the invasion of
Palestine ~ad asl~ed the Arabs and' the Jews' to Ethiopia. The. world's Holy. City had been in
give certain specific assurances regarding those vaded, a city which the General Assembly had de
matters, the Arabs had promptly responded and clared inviolable and which it had placed under its
ha? given. the required assurance. They had own rule, and yet no action had been taken by the
neither hesitated nor found it necessary to make United Nations.
reservations or exceptions, The Jews, on the 113. TheUnite..d Nationswas no.t i.mpoten.t.vThe
other hand" had not given such assurances. It' .

.was their attitude, and not the attitude of the statesmen of the world who had .laid its .founda-
A b tion at San Francisco in 1945 had foreseen such
. ra s, which caused the religious world to feel a situation and had. provided means to cope with
~~~~tu~i:;. 'concern for the safety of its it. Those means were outlined in Chapter VII of

the Charter. The Egyptian delegationbelieved that
109. It was theoccupaHon of many religious once the United Nations made it clear that itin
and cultural institutions and their use as military . tended to put into effect the Internationalization
basesand places of entertainment, the desecration' plan,' and the great Powers sincerely supported
of ~any Christian and. Moslem shrines, and the that action, no serious .difficulties . 'would be
shellIng of Christianity's-most sacred shrine,the encountered: "
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against sudden attacks and to protect the Holy
Places. It considered that the (jitly effective way
of protecting those Holy Places would be to im
plement resolution 181 (II). ,
121. The General Assembly had been told that
muCh had happened since 1947 which made it
difficult to carry out the internationalization of
Jerusalem. But implementation of the General,
Assembly decision was hot an attempt to turn
back the clock; only failure to implement it would
do that.
122'. What, moreover, had really happened since
1947 to invalidate the General Assembly. resolu
tion or to make its implementation impossible?
The only argument brought forward was that the
Jewish authorities had barricaded themselves in
Jerusalem and had installed some of their minis
tries and central services there-in other words,
had. adopted the policy of the fait accompli. The
occupation of the city by Jewish forces and the
transfer-of the ministries were in themselves vio
lations of the resolutions. Such breeches, however,
should not be allowed to invalidate the resolutions,
any more than the laws against larceny should.
be repealed when a theft was committed.
123. To .yield to considerations of practicability
and expediency would not only endanger Jeru
salem, but would also undermine the authority of
the United Nations. Nothing could do more to
undermine that Organization than such a defeat
ist attitude. If the United Nations could not en
force its decision to internationalize Jerusalem, a
decision which had the support of millions of
mankind, there should be no more talk of uphold
ing the Charter and the authority of the United
Nations. Thorough consideration should,. there
fore, be given to thequestion before the Assem
bly, since the decision taken would have far-,.
reaching consequences throughout the world for
generations to come. Not only the eyes of the

.Arabs and the Jews, but the eyes. of the world
and of history were upon the General Assembly.
124. Mr. BELAUNDE (Peru) said that three
"fundamental principles had guided the Peruvian,
delegation in the very important discussion on the
city of Jerusalem. The first was that the Holy
Places and the city of Jerusalem constituted the
religious capital of the whole world. The second
WJlS the principle of peace, doubly sacred in the
case in point since it was a place of meditation
.and prayer that was being discussed, The third'
principle was the authority'of the United Nations.
125. The last two of those three principles were
closelyconnected, for. any curtailment of the au
thority of the United Nations would seriously
compromise the peace of the world..
126. It could be said that' Jerusalem was the
religious capital of the world, because in spite of

. the differences of dogma and worship: 'between
the Christian, Jewish and' Moslem religions" and '.'
in spite of the tragic and sometimes sanguinary ..j
antagonisms .. caused by 'those. differences, there'
was a profound, .mystic and deep-lying unity be
t·j,reen those' manifestations of the religious spirit'
of -the world.
127...•. Heth()ughf it might be said that Jerusaletp
was venerated in .all parts of.the world, anq.he
supportedthatobs~rvation .byrhistorical.. ~rt4
litet~ry .references.' Despite all political discus
sions' '. and differences engendered. by" racial an:" .•..

114. The Tel Aviv authorities had repeatedly
violated the resolutions of the United Nations' and

'defied its authority. In addition to innumerable
violations of both the truces, and of the arms
embargo imposed by the Security Council, they
had defied resolution 181 (II), with its provision
for the demilitarization of Jerusalem, and the
efforts of .the Security Council and the Concilia
tion Commission to implement that decision, by
fortifying themselves within the city and turning
it into an armed camp. Furthermore, in contempt
of the General Assembly resolution to interna
tionalize Jerusalem and the efforts:of the Concil
iation Commission to implement that resolution,
they had moved a number of their departments
and central services into the city, where they were
now challenging the United Nations authority.'
" . .
115.. That challenge must be taken up if the
United Nations were to survive as an instrument
of peace. If the Assembly did not answer it at
the current session by adopting the draft resolu
tion approved by the Ad Hoc Political Commit
tee, it would be inviting further defiance of the
General Assembly decisions. It would be signing
the death warrant of the United Nations.
116. Some representatives had stated that the
draft resolution before the Assembly was imprac
tical and impossible to carry out, while at the

.> same time conceding that it was in conformity
with the General Assembly resolutions 181 (II)
'and 194 (HI) and represented, moreover, both
the -willof the majority of the Members and the
wishes of humanity at large,.,

. 117. He recalled that when, a shorttime pre
. viously, it had been proposed to place the whole

of Palestine under United Nations trusteeship,
one of the great Powers had stated that it Was
ready to assist in the implementation of that pro
posal. If .it had. then been possible to place the
whole of Palestine under United Nations. rule,
it should now be possible to, put Jerusalem alone
under such rule and thus allay the fears of the
world for the safety of its spiritual capital.
118. It might be asked what had happened to
dampen that earlier enthusiasm. and to make the
General Assembly yield to feeble considerations
of •. practicability and expediency, forgetting the
loftyconsiderations of the authority of the United
Nations. To yield to such considerations of tem
porary expediency. at the expense of principles
as some'.representatives .' advocated and to divide'
Jerusale'm between the Arabs and. the. Jews, as
the. Conciliation Commission proposed, or as was
outlined in the joint Netherlands-Swedish draft
resolution, .would not ensure the' safety of the
Holy Places; it.would, on the contrary, endanger
them.

119. Continuation of Jewish rule of the. new
Jerusalem, even if the area were to. be demilitar
ized,co~stituted a threat to the Arabs and a grave
'danger to the Holy Places. The limited United
Nations sqpervisionproposed by the Conciliation
Commission would be. no more successful in pre
venting secret arming and sudden attacks bythe
Jews than had:heenthe supervision of the truce
1:>)" the United 'N atio~s. . . '

12().The Egyptian 'delegation believed that as
long·.as any,Part·.of-the Jerusalematea .. remained
·undel";.:Te.wish ~omrol, Jordan would be justified
dn maintaining its defences in. order to guard
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tagonisms, the whole of humanity was agreed that
Jerusalem was sacred and inviolable.
128. It was therefore difficult to' deal with the
problem from an angle of politics or diplomatic
compromise, for its very majesty compelled mere
man to approach it with a profound feeling of
veneration.
129. In connexion with the second of the prin
ciples stated above, Mr. Belaiinde pointed out
that an effective peace, which was not of a
temporary nature or based on opportunist prin
ciples, required an international regime for the
Jerusalem area.
130. In considering the problem of Jerusalem,
it was essential to take into account the historical
antecedents of the question and its implications
for the future. Peace in the Far East was neces
sary; and that peace could never be based on an
uneasy balance of power between States that had
fought there, nor could it be guaranteed by the
coincidence at a given moment of the political
and diplomatic interests of those States.
131. Such a peace would be ephemeral and not
what humanity required in the Far East. What
was required was a profound peace bearing the
seal and authority of the great international insti
tution which represented the sacred interests of all
mankind. Such a peace required complete demili
tarization of the Jerusalem area under United
Nations guarantee, so organized as to allow only
municipal autonomy or the usual type of muni
cipal organization in the area; in no case should
there be any political organization which con
cealed plans for political jurisdiction. In other
words, what was needed was the "depoliticization
of Jerusalem" to which the distinguished repre
sentative of Lebanon had referred.
132. Peace required that there should be only
one autonomous municipal authority for all the
inhabitants of Jerusalem regardless of their creed
or religion, without any domination by one polit
ical group over another. To achieve that aim, there
must be an absolute regime of effective interna
tional control. That was a fundamental point; it
was no longer a question of a corpus separatttm
or of the effectiveness of demilitarization.
133. The aim sought was not purely contractual
demilitarization which could never be true demili
tarization. To repair the' damage caused by
historic struggles, what was needed was peace
which accorded with future interests and made it
possible subsequently to reaffirm the full, absolute
and definite authority of the United Nations in
the Jerusalem area. .
134. Mr. Belaiinde explained that he was not
considering the matter from a theoretical point of
view, but from a practical angle which had. been
recommended by the distinguished representative
of the United Kingdom. The time had come to
consider the manner in which the discussion had
taken place. The Committee had before it a solu
tion which advocated full internationalization, as
.a corpus separatum,' that solution had been
,adopted by the Assembly in 1947 and confirmed in
1948, and that fact should.not be overlooked be
cause it must be realized that in 1948 the General
Assernhlyhad not modified its position but rather
had alteiedits procedure. Instead of referring the
question to the Trusteeship Council; the Assembly
had set up a Conciliation Commission. That Corn-

mission, however, was not supposed to establish
a contract between the parties but rather to re
port on a statute which would embody the neces-,
sary authority,

135. He was glad to note that members had
noticed the distinction which his. delegation had
drawn from the beginning between a statutory
and a contractual regime. The Members of the
United Nations had two functions. The first was
to consolidate contractual regimes whereas the
second, which they had received from the Charter,
from the principles of international law and from
the powers inherited from the League of Nations
-was the right to establish statutes or laws. That
latter prerogative could be called the function of
setting up legislative machinery which the parties
affected would be under moral, legal and political
obligation to respect. And that function was
especially applicable in the case of Jerusalem.

136. It could not be said that the United Nations
should countersign an agreement between the
parties in the Jerusalem dispute. While an agree
ment was desirable as a means of implementation,
it should not be forgotten that the legal point of
view went beyond that of the contract. In parti
tioning Jerusalem thu United Nations had
assumed extensive legislative power in 1947, and
by approving, in 1948, the resolution which set
up two States and granted a mandate to the
Palestine Commission, the United Nations had
fully affirmed its statutory authority by stating
that that Commission should report to the Gen
eral Assembly. The regime in Jerusalem was
definitely" statutory and there could be no yielding
on that point.

.137. He agreed' with those who thought that, in
spite of the undeniable authority of the General
Assembly, prudence required that the .sphere of
action to which the law would be applied should
be known and that there should' then be a syn
thesis brought about by the union of the statutory
principle with reality. But such a synthesis pre
supposed that the essential form of the statute,
the soul of the law, would be preserved. The
Peruvian delegation shared the opinion of those
who referred simultaneously to compromises and

..a feeling of reality, as it was.a Latin tradition.to
be idealistic and realistic' at the same time, and
to maintain. that general juridical life as well as
individual life were living syntheses of body and
soul, of ideal principles and economicand political
reality. He agreed that in accepting a compromise
the essential part of the principle should not be
sacrificed, because if that were done there would
not be a compromise' but a surrender to reality.
His attitude towards life was to adapt reality to
principles and not to abandon principles in order
to separate them from independent, autonomous
and sacred reality. That was not the Latin
position.
138. The Peruvian delegation, which respected
all ideas of compromise which approached reality
and did not endanger principles, had tried from
the beginning to find a common denominator f01"

the solutions which had been submitted. It hac!
.been careful to ensure, in the fir~tplahe, that. the
immunity, extraterritoriality and absolute inviol~
bility of the Holy Places werej/respected,and, 11l

the second place, that there tvas free' access. to
those Places, and that they-were placed under the
indispensable legal authority o'f the United
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Nations, which should seek the co-operation of tion based on principle, Mr. Belaiinde would pre
'the parties concerned but should not confer on fer to adhere to his position, in the hope that time
those parties the power of decision and thus re- would lead public opinion to the conclusion that
'duce the role of the United Nations to one of a the dictates 9f universal ccnscience, which de
simpl~ task o,f co-ordination, n had also ~i~#, to manded an effective international regime for J eru
'see whether it. would be possible to assimiliate salem, should prevail, ~ fact ,that became every'aay
'complete ,den,tili~<!-ri~lltiqn, which was necessary nio~e evid~t among the different sectors of man
for peace in the, Middle East, with local autonomy kind, whether Catholic, Moslem or Protestant.
'and municipal life. 144. Mr. Belaiinde hoped that the two States
139. He 'was forced to say, 'however, in all concerned understood that their sovereignty
sincer~ty,th~t 'he 'ha~ 'been unable to find that corn- represented 'a great responsiblllty und that 'it
'mon denominator. In fact, no sooner were the would be a great honour for them to decline it
prinCiples left behind, than there i;lppeared the so- or limit it, for it was obvious that when such a
'called functional formula of internationalization, sacred matter as the city of Jerusalem Wc1S in
or the so-called contractual formula with the volved, it was more honourable to be the guardian,
presence of an international authority. That to receive the Mandate of the United Nations,
contractual formula had to be rejected, not as a the' universal conscience and, it might even be
compromise but because it would have meant re- said, the divine mandate, than to exercise that
nouncing the principles, and it was then neces- human power, that human sovereignty which
sary to consider the different aspects of the so- often belittled things instead of making them
called functional international regime. greater.

140. The Peruvian delegation paid homage to 145. He thought, therefore, that the Assembly
the noble sentiments and high intentions of the should return to the idea of Jerusalem as the
delegations of the Netherlands and Sweden, which religious capital of mankind, respected by Mos
had endeavoured to ~nd a common denominator lems and by Turks. Every Christian spirit was
and a real compromise. But the concept of an, , against Jerusalem falling under the rule of one
international regime wavered between a statute race or under the exclusive sovereignty of one
and a contract; and did not establish the absolute nation, for in that case it might seem that the end
authority of the, United Nations, or the extra- of the world had begun.
territoriality of the Holy Places, or the irrevoca-
bility of the General Assembly's decisions con- 146. Mr. CHAUVET (Haiti) explained that his
cerning access to the Holy Places. delegation had made its position clear in the Ad
141. In the course of the debate in the Commit- Hoc Political Committee when the discussion on
tee, Mr. Belaiinde had said that the functional the question of Jerusalem had opened at the 45th
international regime was an ambiguous idea. But meeting. It had favoured internationalization of
he had said so objectively, without attributing any the city in accordance with the provisions of the
hidden motives to anyone, for anyone who had General Assemblyresolution 181 (H).
submitted a proposal might have been ambiguous, 147. During the course of the discussion, how
but all had acted with honest intentions and in ever, the practical and financial difficulties indi
accordance with their own points of view. cated by other delegations had caused it to modify
142. It had not been possible to find an ~lteina- its views and to consider compromise resolutions.
tive formula for the complete and absolute inter- It had therefore-decided-to support the compro
nationalization laid down in the resolutions 181 mise proposals put forward by the delegations of
(H) and 187 (S-2). The international regime Bolivia, Cuba, the Netherlands and Sweden which
was erroneous and essentially dangerous, since it contemplated the function.al internationalization
did not determine the predominating principle, of Jerusalem. That system appeared to be more
whether it was the statute or the contract. It was practical than the Australian proposal, though the
essential for the Peruvian delegation that the prin- latter was, in fact, the ideal solution.
ciple of the statute should predominate. The 148. Now, however, the majority had' spoken.
regime did not make it clear whether, when it If the complete internationalization of Jerusalem
dealt with the demilitarization or any other meas- could be effected without difficulty, as the majority
ures, the will of the parties or the authority of maintained and as the delegation of Haiti had
the United Nations should predominate. originally advocated, Haiti would accept the de
143. A compromise was a good thing if it came cision with a satisfaction which was the greater
at the right moment and when the necessary intel- in that the decision would be in keeping with the
lectual elements to make it concrete existed. After wishes of the Catholic countries. His country was
a careful and painstaking mental process, taking the senior Catholic country in the continent of
into account the points of view of others and the America,' for it had been in its territory that
inconveniences of postponing a resolution, Mr. Christopher Columbus had· first planted the Cross
Belaunde had arrived at the conclusion that at the of Christ in the New World.
moment there was a risk that an erroneous solu-
tion which did not respect the principles might be 149. Having previously voted apart from its
accepted as a compromise; and that an attempt to friends of the Latin-American and Arab groups,
eliminate the elements that made it dangerous the delegation of Haiti was glad to rejoin them
might lead to the result that that solution might in the exalted sphere of the basic principles which,
have the same practical disadvantages and would side by. side with those countries, it had always
encounter the same resistance as the original solu- defended.
tion, If there were no alternative to facing harsh 150. The delegation of Haiti would therefore
realityan.d adopting a compromise solution, 'which vote for the draft 'resolution which had been
abandoned. the adopted position, or opposing the adopted by the Ad Hoc Political Committee for
same harsh reality, with a radical and final solu- the internationalization of Jerusalem.
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160. A further question could be raised which
had not been answered in the Ad Hoc Political
Committee: it might be asked whence any police
force required to implement the resolution would
be recruited and whence it would derive its funds.
As the adoption of the resolution would entail the
addition of at least 8 million dollars to the United
Nations budget, it might well be wondered
whether Member States were all prepared to bear
that additional burden.

161. Su~h an additional burden would give rise
to very serious problems. Not all Members had yet
paid their contributions to the United Nations in
full. If the United Nations assumed responsibility
for the administration of Jerusalem, obviously the
expenses thereby entailed must have priority, be
cause the needs of a living community. must be
met immediately. That, however.: might jeopar
dize the remainder or the budget, particularly the
Working Capital FU1.ld. The United Nations
might be left without sufficient funds to carry. on
its regular functions. The General Assembly
should pay due regard to the consideration that
the adoption of the draft' resolution would in
crease the financial responsibilities of every Mem
~e.r tq s«cn a.n ~te,p'~ thl?-t. ~it. wQ.uld in £ut\t.r~. t>.li

151. Mr. JOOSTE (Union of South Africa) said be unreasonable. If, however, the matter were
that his delegation had not intervened in the de- approached in the appropriate spirit, any un
bate on Jerusalem in the Ad Hoc Political Corn- reasonable resistance which might have previously.
mlttee, because, although it had always been in existed could be allayed.
favour of the internationalization of that City, 157 Th S th Af . d If' f It that the
it had awaited developments in the hope that dis- . e ou. .ncan e ega .1On e . d
cussion and negotiation in the United Nations . proposals conta1O~d. m the reso!utlOn s?bmltte by
would lead to some arrangement satisfactory to the .~d Hoc Polltlc~l.Committee mlgh~ be too.

11 d ambitious and unrealistic. It must be realized that
a concerned. those proposals might require action to enforce
152. The policy of the Union of South Africa them which could lead to an extremely dangerous
had been based consistently on three fundamental situation. The situation, therefore, might well be
principles: the necessity to ensure the protect; ,"n reconsidered with a view to seeking a more satis
and maintenance of the Holy Places, the guar:.n- factory solution. The South African delegation
teeing of the right of free access to the Holy had therefore voted against that proposal in the
Places for pilgrims of every nationality, and the Ad Hoc Political Committee and would be com
necessity to create a regime for the future of pelted to do so in the Assembly.
Jerusalem which would be acceptable both to • hi f
those living in the City and to tbose currently 158. Eag~r as It w~s for the ac ievement ,,0

P ible f its control some definite plan which would be generally satis-
res ons or. factory, the South African delegation regarded
153. With regard to the protection of the Holy the draft resolution put forward by the Coricilia
Places, his Government believed that could best tion Commission as constituting a reasonable and
be achievedby some form of international control. practical compromise. It suggested therefore that
That control, however, should not be of such a the wiser course would be not to adopt the reso
nature as to disregard the legitimate rights and lution submitted by the Ad Hoc Political Corn
interests' of those States in the territories of which mittee, but to reconsider the matter exhaustively
the city was situated. On the other hand, Jem- before any final and irrevocable decision was
salem, sheltering as it did the Holy Places, was taken.
something more than a possession of its inhabi- 159 Mr Finn MOE (Norway) said that his
tants. Th~t fact must.be re~ogmz:ed by those" who del~gatio~ was opposed to the solution of the
were seek1O.g to exercise the!r national so~erelgnty Jerusalem problem contained in the draft reso
over the City an~ who might be aggneved. on lution submitted by the Ad Hoc Political Corn-
account of the action contemplated by the United , Th d f I' izh d h
Nations "i~ the interests of the faithful of the ~~::e~hichtha~tb~:s~s~:b~~h~dgi~ ~le~~~~ ;nd
thr~e religions concerned. Th.e Holy Places must in Jerusalem' its adoption might constitute a
be preserved for the future m a manner accept- th' h th . f th H I
bl t th '11' h h d so profound threat to, ra er t an e protection 0, e 0 Y

a e. 0 e ~any ~I Ions. W t a Places. Furthermore, it would be unwise for the
an interest m their preserva Ion. United Nations to adopt a draft resolution which
154. With regard to the question of free access could be implemented, if at all, only with diffi
to the Holy Places, the South African Govern- culty, because it ran counter to the interests and
ment subscribed to the general view that, what- wishes of the parties directly concerned. Experi
ever arrangement was achieved, it should ensure ence had shown that it was difficult for the United
in perpetuity the right of free access to the Holy Nations to impose solutions of international dis
Places by pilg-rims of every nationality. That putes; it had to proceed by conciliation and
right was fundamental to all those who belonged mediation.
to the religious faiths concerned. It should not be
dependent exclusively on the will of the States
at present exercising de facto control of Jeru
salem, but should flow from a guarantee given by
the international community, a guarantee which
could be enforced and .upheld under all
circumstances.

155. The South African Government' was
anxious that the regime.to be established for the
future of Jerusalem should, if at all possible,
enjoy the support of those who were at present
responsible for the government of the City. It
.should also be acceptable to those living within
the City. It was only thus that an arrangement
could be achieved which would be completely
satisfactory. The South African Government sub
mitted that it would be unfortunate indeed if, in
the attempts of the United Nations to achieve a
solution, Jerusalem should become a source of
further conflict and hatred rather than a source
of. good-will and peace. The United Nations
should .fherefore endeavour to the best of its
ability to achieve a just solution.

156. Those in de facto possession of the City
should in turn realize # that their resistance to
~ffqrts tg a.Qht~v~ ~ J;~a.sqp,~PI~(iqhrt~~gn, sltgul<1 not



essential that the full contribution should be paid
within the year in which it fell due.
162. The Norwegian Government would natur
ally accept and carry out any decision taken
by the General Assembly, but it did not wish to
assume any moral responsibility for the adoption
of a draft resolution which might jeopardize the
truce in Jerusalem, complicate the finances of the
United Nations and be impossible to implement.
The Norwegian delegation, would therefore vote
in favour of the draft resolution submitted jointly
by the Swedish ana Netherlands delegations.
163. Mr. HOOD (Australia) did not consider it
necessary to repeat in any detail the reasons which
had originally prompted his delegation to submit
the draft resolution which was now before the
General Assembly as a recommendation of the
Ad Hoc Political Committee. His delegation had
had the opportunity to explain its position on
many occasions.
164. No real arguments against the need for
effective internationalization of the Jerusalem
area had been put forward during the course of
the debate. Opponents of the recommendation of
the Ad Hoc Political Committee had rather con
centrated on what they described as the impos
sibility of applying that' proposal-thereby, of
course, and incidentally and regrettably, doing
something to encourage non-compliance by the
parties concerned with that potential decision of
the United Nations.
165. In the first place, it was clear that the great
majority of the General Assembly favoured
effective internationalization as a principle. On
the other hand, it seemed perfectly clear that the
proposal presented to the General Assembly by
the delegations of the Netherlands and of Sweden
was not only ineffective internationalization, it
was not internationalization' at all. As the repre
sentative of the United States had stated, the
scheme was one which complied with the wishes
of the population. Mr. Hood would like to know,
however, whether the delegation of Israel or tIle
GOvernment of Jordan had ever recognized ex
plidtly that thesis of internationalization?
166. The proposed partition of the area, and a
loose partition as it would be under the scheme
proposed, would provoke exactly those circum
stances which would make the ultimate aim of
the General Assembly and of the great majority
of the delegations, namely, the protection of the
Holy Places, impossible.
167; The scheme would not be an international
regime in the sense in which the General Assem-

. bly, as recently as in in its resolution 194 (Ill),
had intended it to be applied. It would merely be
an administrative arrangement with the minimum
of authority exercised or exercisable in the name
of the United Nations.
168. In the second place, the concept of what
had been calledimplementation had been distorted
into a threat to the effectiveness of the proposed
resolution. Those who used that argument should
realize that .their efforts, perhaps unwittingly,
struck at the very root of respect for the authority
of the decisions of the United Nations.
169. He did not by any means rule out the pos
sibility of the parties concerned complying with
the proposed decision of the General Assembly.
For example, 'in.the case of Israel he would find

"'-- _... .
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be 'so great that they might Jeopardize the verv
aim of the draft resolution) the protection of the
Holy Places) and might also endanger the work
of the, United Nations.
176. For that reason) the Danish delegation felt
that it could no longer st!?port the draft resolu
tion but would have to vote against it.
177. Sir 1{<'\hammad ZAFRULLA KHAN (Pakis
tan) expr:el d the concern of his delegation) not
only with regard to the existing state of affairs
in Jerusalem and to its future) but also with re
gard to the whole situation in Palestine) which
might even have a very serious and prejudicial
effect on the preservation of peace in the whole
of that area.
178. The matter had had a very unfortunate
history. It was not necessary to go into all the
details at that stage) but it would be permissible
to recall that the very slight majority over the
two-thirds required which General Assembly
resolution 181 (H) of 29 November 1947 had
been able to obtain had been considerably influ
enced by the fact that that resolution guaranteed
the internationalization of Jerusalem as a corpus
separatum.
179. Most) if not all) of the considerations that
were now being presented against the carrying
into effect of that resolution had been stressed in
Committee, and the General Assembly had been
invited, begged and earnestly entreated not to
pledge the credit of the United Nations to a
scheme which was impracticable and could not be
implemented. Deliberately) to use no stronger ex
pression, the General Assembly had undertaken
the responsibility. -
180. Yet the question today was, what were the
wishes of the people and to what extent had the
General Assembly at that time given effect to the
wishes of the majority of the people of Palestine?
The support of many delegations for that resolu
tion had been obtained in the hope that Jerusalem,
the sacred city of three great faiths, would be
effectively internationalized. It was rLOW alleged
that that was impractical, because the State of
Israel refused to have anything to do with inter
nationalization as proposed by those who had then
supported the resolution 181 (H), and because
Jordan was equally opposed to such international
ization.
181. With regard to the opposition of the State
of Israel) it was for those who had helped to bring
that State into being and who had guaranteed
that it would carry out the obligations which were
being imposed upon it by the resolution) either
to explain the attitude of that State or to make it
do what) hi all honesty and decency, it had
undertaken to do, namely; accept the resolu
tion and undertake to discharge its international
obligations.
182. In fairness to the State of Israel, however,

.he would say, as he had said at the 46th meeting
of the Ad Hoc Political Committee, that while
the application of that State for membership had
been pending, it had given fair notice that it
would not consent to the internationalization of
the city of Jerusalem. The Pakistani delegation
had,at the time urged that, in, the face of that
declaration, Israel was a State which; on its own
c.onfession, was not willing to discharge its obliga
tions under the Charter. "Let then thosedelega-

tions who) in spite of that clear declaration) had
been confident that the State Gf Israel was able
and willing to discharge its obligations under the
Charter, explain the attitude of that State. They
had voted on the specific question whether Israel
was a State which) in their honest Judgment, was
able and willing to discharge its obligations under
the Charter) and they had voted "Yes", Yet many
of them now said that the draft resolution was
not practicable because the State of Israel said
"Nd'.

183. IIe had ventured to draw attention to a
letter which the late professor Judah Magnes,
President of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
had written to The New York Times when the
question of partition had been under discussion.
In that letter, he had begged the General Assem
bly not to proceed On the basis of partition, one
of his most forcible' arguments being that a State
of Israel without Jerusalem as its capital was un
thinkable. Another consideration he had presented
was that whatever was given to the State of
Israel by the General Assembly resolution would
be taken by that State under the resolution' the
rest it would take by force. That had be~ an
honest, respected, highly intellectual Zionist leader
giving a timely warning to the General Assembly.

184. The General Assembly had chosen to ignore
that warning. It had passed a resolution and had
therefore undertaken the responsibility of seeing
that that resolution would be carried into effect.
Whatever was in favour of the State of Israel in
that resolution had been carried into effect and
had even been exceeded. Again, in fairness to
the State of Israel, he would admit that the State
of Israel had been obliged to fight for whatever
it today possessed, but it had won a great deal
more than the resolution had given it. It flatly
refused to carry out those portions of the reso
lution which ran counter to its original design
that the city of Jerusalem must be the capital of
its State.

185. With regard to .the opposition of th~ State
of Jordan, it was well known that the Arabs of
the Arab States had been opposed to. the whole
of the resolution. The opposition of Jordan was
not, therefore, a factor that had arisen only as a
result of the telegram from the Jordan Foreign
Minister.

186. When the proposal for the partition of
Palestine had been under discussion, all sorts of
explanations and interpretations had been put
upon it and all sorts of expectations held out,
which, of course, events had proved to be false.
Now that the one crucial matter on the resolution
was to be settled, the General Assembly was told
that it must be realistic. The General Assemblyhad
never been realistic with regard to Palestine, but
if it had chosen a course that was not realistic, if
it had undertaken the responsibility for some
thing that was contrary to the wishes. of the
majority of the inhabitants, that lacked legal au
thority for implementation and with respect to
which the United Nations lacked force, therewere
only two ways of dealing with the matter at the
existing stage..If the General Assembly was con
vinced of the unwisdom of the course it had taken,
it could not reverse it, but it could at least be
honest enough' to' say that tthad made .arnistake.. ,
If it did not do even.tl1at, it could at least repeal
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a SOUFce of trouble and misery to nearly one
million Arab people of Palestine and had dis
turbed peace and stability in Palestine and in
the Middle East as a whole: As far as could be
seen, that .unstable and disturbed condition would
continue until right and justice were restored to
Palestine. .

2. Whenresolution 181 on had been adopted
in the fC:i\ce of bitter Arab opposition, those

1 See Official' Records of the Fourth Session of the
General Assembly, 227,th plenary meeting.

a fair, just and equitable solution of that very
difficult problem, it had, contrary to the warnings
of sober-minded but far-seeing Zionists them
selves, taken a course to which it had been im
pelled by considerations that had had nothing.
whatever to do with the merits of the case,
nothing whatever to do with Palestine and nothing
whatever to do with the Middle East. Impelled by
those considerations, it had recorded a decision
because at that time it had been necessary to adopt
a decision on the lines of partition. After that
major mistaken decision, it was useless to expect
any minor decisions to be reasonable and balanced.

191. It might, however, be possible, even at the
existing stage, to persist in the course which the
General Assembly had adopted, if the necessary
majority of the States were .of the view that such
was the course' of wisdom, fairness and justice.
If SCII every effort must be put forward to see that
that decision should be carried into effect. If there
were to be defiance, either there must be means of
overcoming it or, if there were no means to over
come it, whatever resolution was adopted would
not be implemented.

192. That was the problem before the General
Assembly, and he appealed to it to save the
honour, the dignity and the pledged word of the
United Nations by doing at least what it had pro
claimed to the world only two years earlier that
it would do. .

193. For those reasons, the Pakistani delegation
would continue on the course which it had clearly
submitted to the General Assembly in. the speech
Sir Mohammad himself had made during the
general debate at the opening of the current
session.' He had said then that Pakistan was of
the opinion that a regime for the effective inter
nationalization of Jerusalem must be adopted and
put into effect. The Pakistani delegation still
adhered to that view and would therefore vote in
favour of the resolution which had been recom
mended to the Assembly by the Ad Hoc Political
Committee. .'

194. The PRESIDENT adjourned the discussion
to the next meeting.

The meeting rose at 1.20 p.m,

588

Palestine (concluded)

PROPOSALS FORA PERMANENT INTERNATIONAL
.REGIME FOR THE J ERUSALEMAREA, AND FOR
PROTECTION OF THE HOLY PLACES: REPORT OF
THE Ad Hoc POLITICAL COMMITTEE (A/1222
AND A/1222/Add.l) j REPORT OF THE FIFTI1
COMMIT~EE (A/1234) (con.cluded)

1. Mr. AL-JAMALI(Iraq) said his delegation
had repeatedly,opposed" the partition. resolution
181 (Il) of 29 November 1947 which had been

275th plenary meeting

that portion of the resolution that it now found
itself powerless to enforce.

187. The General Assembly was pretending to
adhere to what, in its wisdom, it had clone earlier.
Yet it was, in fact, doing something quite dif
ferent, alleging that it was necessary for the sup
port of the authority and prestige of the United
Nations. Apparently, the authority and prestige
of the United Nations could be maintained only
by continuing to do what the most recalcitrant
Member concerned with any particular matter
might be willing to do. If the challenge that had,
from the very beginning and again and again,
been flung at the authority of the United Nations
was not taken up, then by its actions theAssembly
would be confirming, not only with regard to
Palestine and the question of Jerusalem, but with
regard to every problem that might come before
the United Nations, the fact that a State had only
to be obdurate enough to say that it would not do
what the General Assembly wanted it to do for
that State to be allowed to go its own way.

U~8. If the Assembly did not at least record
a decision that the General Assembly desired
effective internationalization of Jerusalem, what,
in. fact, was the alternative? The General Assem
bly would pass some other resolution. But if it
had already confessed, as an argument against
one resolution, that the mere passage of a reso
lution really did not matter very much, how
could it expect the other resolution to be main-

• tained and to be implemented? Those who did
not like the resolution would defy it.
~~~,.... ' .. "'1:\~1.'I.ollt__''''' ..J"III'_~~"""--_

189. The'-actual situation, which would continue,
. was the following': the State of Israel .was in
possession of the outer city and Jordan was in
possession of the .inner city. There they would
remain, like two armed camps, glaring at each
other, with all the possibilities of a conflict
always there.

'. *
190. "'He personally was of the opinion that the
problem of Palestine had been with mankind for
two thousand years and would continue with man
kind for another two thousand years. That was
his personal feeling, because at the only time when
the United Nations had had the chance to come to
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